Innovation in sustainable
End of Life options

a dignified and respectful
water-based alternative
to burial and cremation
with clear environmental benefits

Chosen by true funeral professionals who know and care
Resomation for human disposition is the
ideal replacement for cremation.
With over 2000 successful processes completed,
choosing a Resomator S750 will give you the world’s
first, safest, quickest, most automated and most
validated available alkaline hydrolysis system.
You will also enter a relationship with a company
that has a high level of expertise and experience
to support you through the various stages of being
able to offer this new option.
There is still a future for cremation but when offered
Resomation, the public like it and choose it in large
numbers.

Resomation® is more than Alkaline Hydrolysis...
Visit our website www.resomation.com to better understand the unique attributes and advantages of the
Resomator S750 summarised below, that make it the ideal system of choice for human disposition:-

24/7

Safety

Reliable unattended operation
including overnight
Fully automated for:
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Sterilisation (150 C)

Dignified Horizontal
Operation

Aesthetics encourage
family viewing

Pure white ash guaranteed

Easy-Start™ optimisation
Door operation
Chemical filling
Body weighing
pH control

Award winning

R

Unique Patented FACT™
(no tissue left)

Minimal environmental impact
and no mercury emissions

Protecting our environment
The actual term ‘Resomation’ was thoughtfully chosen using “resoma” which is
a Greek/Latin derivation for “rebirth of the human body” - ie. resolving the body
back to the basic organic components and its rapid and beneficial return to our
eco-system, to be re-used as nature had designed.
Our bodies only borrow those finite organic/inorganic building blocks during
our life and we need to eventually return them. This happens with Resomation
as with natural burial. They are effectively lost/destroyed with cremation,
as well as adding to greenhouse gases and climate change - not what nature
had intended in retaining the valuable building blocks of life.

Environmental impacts in
shadow prices (€/funeral)

Unlike cremation, the Resomation process releases no harmful airborne emissions,
especially mercury from dental amalgam.

Resomation® clearly helps to reduce
the ever-increasing negative impact
on our fragile environment
In a recent independent study, 17 of the 18 environmental impact
categories (shown in green on the chart) chosen for analysis
demonstrated that Resomation had the least impact by a large margin.
Overall, the report stated Resomation easily had the least
environmental impact compared to burial and cremation
at close to zero impact overall, as seen on the impact chart.
This data is specific to the Resomator and not alkaline hydrolysis in
general. Resomation will reduce cremation rates and help the
environment.
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The Resomation® Process
A funeral involving Resomation is the same as one involving flame cremation until
the point at which the body is committed from public view. In Resomation, the
deceased, in a special wool coffin or a silk/wool shroud, is placed into the
Resomation chamber and instead of fire, the process uses a water and
alkali-based method at pressurised high temperature (150oC) – also known as
alkaline hydrolysis – to rapidly reduce the body sympathetically to ash. Nature
also uses a form of alkaline hydrolysis after burial to help reduce the body to bone.
The process takes on average 3½ - 4 hours, and once complete, the pure
white bone ash that remains is returned to the family in an urn as happens
with cremation.
So outside of a quieter and less environmentally damaging process than
cremation, the public will see no real difference to the funeral service process or
the returning of ash.

Resomation is now well established in North America
Now a legal end of life option in a rapidly increasing number of
US States and Canadian Provinces
Legal in the UK with Scottish legislation in place to regulate
When offered to the public as an end of life option, a high
percentage are choosing Resomation over cremation
This will reduce cremation rates as the funeral industry allows
the public a more sustainable choice
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